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... Approximations are made that permit the expression for the force on the projectile to be integrated; the resulting equation is used to develop a universal momentum transfer function that can be directly related to projectile jump.
DISTRIG'ITION STATEMENT (of the
Although nonconical boattail configurations are more sensitive to muzzle blast than conical designs, the computed trajectory deviation in either case is small compared to the total measured dispersion of typical systemsq 
INTRODUCTION
On the modern battlefield, weapon systems must shoot projectiles with a high degree of precision to lessen the chances of enemy return fire. Ideally, the weapon designer should be capable of quantifying the sources of dispersion in order to meet imposed precision standards. One source of perturbation to the desired trajectory iF the gasdynamic force experienced in the weapon muzzle blast. For fin-stabilized projectiles, dispersion caused by the blast environment has been investigated 1,2; however, treatment of spin-stabilized projectiles has been largely neglected.
With the introduction of novel boattail designs 3 ,there is also interest in comparing the sensitivity to muzzle blast of the nonconical boattail configurations with the sensitivity of the conical boattail configurations.
The present paper eramines the influence of muzzle-blast loadings upon the trajectory of spin-stabilized rounds. With both conical and nonconical boattail configurations, the analytical approach is similar to that used previously for fin-stabilized projectiles: namely, the most significant gasdynamic loadings are assumed to occur within the quasisteady, supersonic core of the propellant gas jet.
Pressure distributions on the projectiles are estimated utilizing steady-state flow theory and experiments.
This procedure is not locally exact; however, it produces a reasonable estimate of the overall muzzle-blast-induced impulse. Transverse angular and linear momentums imparted by the blast are calculated for triangular, square and conical boattails and used to determine the contribution to the dispersion of 155mm, M549 type projectiles. The first region for which a model is developed covers the flow following exit of the rotating/ obturating band fron the gun tube.
When this band passes the muzzle, the gas seal is released, but the boattail is still within the tube and the forward portion of thM projectile is immersed in the expanding propellant gases.
The existence of asymmetry in this fiow field due to projectile angle of attack results in transverse loads.
For conical boatcail rounds, these loads alter the transverse momenium; however, due .o the c lindrical 'wheelbase' characteristic of non-conical boattail designs , momentum exchange occurs only when the non-planar surfaces are not contacting the bore.
The second region of interest commences as the projectile base clears the muzzle and terminates as the base passes through the Mach disc of the propellant gas jet.
In both regions, the analysis seeks an upper-bound estimate of the propellant gas loadings.
This approach is supported by previous upper-bound estimates 1 ' 2 showing that muzzle-blast-induced dispersion of fin-stabilized projectiles is a negligible component of the totpl measured dispersion levels.
Thus, it was not worthwhile to seek more accurate, but lower magnitude, estimates.
A. Region 1: Projectile base still within the bore A schematic of the flow field is shown in Figure 1 . For convenience, the flow behind the projectile is assumed to be sonic (occurs for V a 700 m/s).
At separation of the obturating band, the propellant gases are released to expand into the atmosphere, generating the characteristic muzzle-blast wave. Due to the presence of the projectile, this free expansion is constrained and if the projectile is at an angle of attack, a 1 , relative to the bore-line, the propellant gases will be deflected.
Assuming that the projectile acts somewhat like a plug nozzle and that all of the flow is deflected through the angle a 1 at the sonic line, the resultant transverse lift force cn the projectile can be simply estimated from momentum considerations:
where Au is the area of the muzzle that is unplugged (a function of boattail geometry), p* is the pressure at the muzzle, p* is the gas density at the muzzle and V* is the gas velocity at the muzzle.
Equation (1) is an estimate for a stationary projectile. It may be corrected to account for projectile velocity, Consider a coordinate system moving with the projectile.
The velocity of the fluid in this system is given as Vr.
If the fluid near the projectile is deflected r 8i to flow parallel to the projectile surface, the transformation between the stationary and moving coordinates is
where a is the turning angle for the fluid in the gun-tube coordinate system, V is the local velocity and V is the projectile velocity. * p We obtain:
The largest value for a corresponds to the Mach number of the fluid approaching infinity. For Vp = V*, the limiting value of V is 3 V p p and thus, a = 2a /3 (4)
Thus to correct the lift force for projectile motion, we replace a 1 by 2a /3 in Equation (1) .
Using the isentropic flow relations, we
The transverse momentum transferred to the projectile during the time between obturator separation and base emergence from the muzzle is the integral of the lift force over the time of passage. Transforming the variable of integration from time to distai,,e, t = (X/D) (D/Vp), p allows the momentum integral to be written:
where X is the distance traveled since unplugging started and D is the bore dlameter of the gun tube.
Nonconical Boattails.
The value of P 1 depends upon the boattail geometry because of the appearance of the vent area term, Au, under the integral sign.
This expression is addressed in detail in Appendix A where it is found for nonconical boattail.-that
where n is number of plane boattail surfaces and a is the boattail angle.
The total amount of momentum transferred to the projectile by the venting flow is obtained by evaluating this expression at k the maximum travel of the round, i.e., when the projectile base is at I. 
It is useful to define a nondimensiona) momentum transfer function, P, similar to that developed in Reference 4,
For nonconical boattail projectiles, the surfaces are treated as miniature airfoils. In Reference 4, it was shown that the equivalent lifting surface area for a multiple-finned missile is A n= A/2 for the lift vector in the angle-of-attack plane. Since the nonconical designs have only one surface to the "airfoil", the following definition is used:
where A is the area of each plane surface.
This definition permits the momentum transfer functions to be written (See Appendix A, Equations A9 and All)
and
Using the same approach, the momentum transfer function for a conical boattail design is There are no data available describing the aerodynamics of nonconical boattails in reverse flow.
Since the three-dimensional nature of the muzzle flow makes direct computation difficult, the lift force on the boattail will be estimated using two-dimensional airfoil theory.
This approximation neglects any effects of base bluntness due to truncation of the boattail; however, the side force cn a bluff body is generally smaller than that on a slender body at an equal angle of attack.
Therefore, the current approximation should produce an upper bound on the transverse force exerted on these nonconical surfaces by muzzle gas loadings.
The value of P2(X/D) can be obtained [2 directly from earlier results using the definition of A in eq Equation (10).
The center of force is taken as the area centroid for the plane surfaces.
This center of force value would be correct for two-dimensional supersonic airfoil theory but may be quite different from the possible actual results.
Nevertheless, for this analysis. the approximation should be sufficient since the percent error between differing possible moment-arm values would be small.
Conical Boattails.
The transverse force on conical boattail projectiles is estimated using experimental datas acquired on blunt, flared sphere-cones at a variety of Mach numbers.
These data were obtained using a spherecone where the ratio of the diameter of the cone at the spherecone junction to the base diameter was 0.8.
The smallest cone halfangle of this set of data was 100. For the purposes of the present analysis, it is desired to compare the muzzle blast sensitivity of a 7 nonconical boattail with the sensitivity of a similar half-angle cone.
Thus, the data 5 are extrapolated to this angle, Figure 2 . The center of force is taken to be halfway along the boattail length.
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II1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The M549 projectile is used as a basis for the computations since flight data are available on this round with both the standard 7° boattail and a triangular boattail. The properties of the projectiles are given in the tables below. Here A is the distance between the force acting on the planar surface and the center of gravity;Z is the length of the boattail.
The values of P through both the in-bore and exterior regions of interest are shown in Figures 3-5 L~a.
.
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The coordinate X is the location of the projectile center of pressure along the bore axis, with X = 0 corresponding to the muzzle. Since the momentum transfer function is cummulative, the asymptotic value of each curve is equal to the total momentum P transferred in the blast.
From Equation (14), it is apparent that the Pit for the conical boattail has an explicit dependence on Z/D and 0; however, for the nonconical boattails considered (those taken back to the intersection of planar surfaces), this is not the case.
Pi and P are independent of it t all boattail and projectile parameters, i.e.r the curves are 'universally' applicable to any projectile with an n-sided nonconical boattail launched with the velocity of the exit-gas speed of sound.
The momentum functions are used to compute the transverse angular and linear velocities imparted to the projectiles in the blast region, using the approach of Reference 4.
These velocities are input to the aerodynamic jump relations 6 for conical boattails, resulting in
Fcr nonconical boattails, the working equation, using Equations (10) and (A12), is Table III shows that the jump sensitivity of the nonconical boattail rounds is more than twice that of the standard conical boattail. However, the last row gives the contribution to the first maximum yaw of this niuzzle-blast-induced jump.
For a reasonable distribution of the in-bore yaw level (lo,a 1 0.1°), the resultant contribution to the first maximum yaw is 0.060 in the worst case. This value is judged negligible compared with the frequentlg observed first-maximum yaw values for the M549 of approximately 5 . Since the first-maximum-yaw value is proportional to the aerodynamic jump, we may infer that muzzle blast contributes only a small amount to the total observed dispersion.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A model is developed to determine the effect of muzzle gasdynamic loadings upon the trajectory of spin-stabilized projectiles for both conical and nonconical boattail configurations.
The analysis consists of two parts.
First, the passage of the boattail out of the gun following separation of the obturator is addressed.
Second, the region exterior to the muzzle but prior to the projectile's passage through the Mach disc is modelled.
The conical boattail aerodynamics are determined from experimental data acquired on sphere cones; twodimensional airfoil theory is applied to approximate the loadings on nonconical boattails.
Expressions for t'.. loadings :re integrated to determine the momentum transferred to each of the M549 projectile configurations launched at a muzzle velocity of 670 m/s from a 155mm gun.
The nor,-conical boattail configurations are found to be more than twice as 14 do sensitive to blast as the conical design; however, in neither case is the contribution to dispersion due to muzzle gasdynamic loadings significant when compared to the total dispersion of the gun system. In order to evaluate the integral in Equation (6), it is desirable to obtain closed-form expressions for A U A. Nonconical Boattail Figure 6 shows the cross section of a boattail in the muzzle plane. The bore radius is R and the area of the circular segment can be readily determined to be SR2 RA (a -sin2a/2) (AI)
Ul
The expression in brackets may be expanded in series yielding:
In keeping with the upper bound approach,the series is truncated after the first term to give A =D2a/36 (A3)
The distance BC, Figure 6 , is
However, BC is also related to the boattail angle and the length, X, of the nonconical surfaces protruding beyond the muzzle plane.
Assuming small e and taking the first term in the series of Equation (A4) gives
which can be substituted into Equation (A3):
For an n-sided boattail, This permits the evaluation of the total momentum transferred in-bore:
This type of boattail has a surface area that can be readily computed. Since the surface is an ellipse formed by intersecting the cylindrical body with a plane at angle 0 to the axis, A = A /0 (evaluated at the muzzle station)
B. Conical Boattail
The unplugged area 4s
where r is the diameter of the section of the boattail passing the muzzle plane.
Since R -r = X tan a :X 0,
which may be substituted into Equation (6) to give
.... 
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